
 

 
HHL gGmbH, Jahnallee 59, 04109 Leipzig, Germany 

HHL Dean’s List Scholarship 

Educating effective, responsible and entrepreneurial business leaders through excellence in teaching, 

research and practice  

The master programs at HHL are an important stepping stone for your future career and your personal development. 

We aim for the highest standards to support your development as we strongly believe that our students will have an 

impact not only on businesses, but also on societies throughout their lifetime. HHL’s Dean, Prof. Dr. Stephan Stubner, 

an HHL alumnus himself, is personally invested in shaping tomorrow’s most promising talents. For this reason, HHL 

is proud to announce our new Dean’s List Scholarship. 

This unique scholarship aims to reward the most outstanding prospective students for the HHL community. The top 

candidates admitted to our programs will be personally selected by the Dean to join the exclusive Dean’s List circle.  

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

Dean’s List candidates receive a scholarship for 50% of the tuition fees for the chosen program. 

Additionally, scholarship holders will be invited to a yearly dinner with Dean Prof. Dr. Stephan Stubner and additional 

networking opportunities. You will become part of a group of high achievers with plenty opportunities for experience 

exchange.  

 

Application Requirements: 

_ Your completed full-time MBA application (deadline: June 30)  

_ Scholarship Essay (submit a maximum one page essay via email by June 30): 

Based on the following selection criteria, describe what qualifies you for the Dean´s List Scholarship.  

 

 

We are looking for outstanding personalities 

with a strong academic and personal track 

record. If you want to have an impact on the 

future, we are there to help you get there! 

Prof. Dr. Stephan Stubner  

Dean, HHL Leipzig Graduate School of Management 



HHL gGmbH, Jahnallee 59, 04109 Leipzig, Germany 

Selection criteria: 

_ A very high GMAT 

_ Impressive professional track record  

_ A visible passion for a cause 

_ A strong motivation to excel in your career and in your life 

_ Outstanding admission interview with HHL professor  

We at HHL wish you the best of luck in your application and hope to welcome you to the Dean’s List circle. 

Contact for essay submission and more information: Ellen Schönfelder, T+49 341 9851-889, e.schoenfelder@hhl.de  

mailto:e.schoenfelder@hhl.de

